1. SYMPHONY OF MY MIND

(EVE, BRI, JACK)

\[ \sum w \approx 80 \]

\[ \sum \dot{w} \approx 90 \]

\[ \sum \dot{\omega} \approx (x3) \]

\[ \frac{A_{sus2/G}}{A_{sus2/G}} \]

\[ \frac{E_{maj7(add#11)}}{E_{maj7(add#11)}} \]

\[ \frac{A_{sus2/G}}{A_{sus2/G}} \]

\[ \sum \dot{w} \approx 90 \]

\[ \sum \dot{\omega} \approx (x3) \]

\[ \frac{E_{7sus4/A}}{E_{7sus4/A}} \]

\[ \frac{A}{D^{7}} \]

Wait, that's too "Next to Nor-mal" May-be start with some-thing
choral?

Shit, no that's Sondheim. Maybe "lights up" on a mime? No that's stupid.

How about soft piano over top. Then sweet cellos, wait,
stop. that's fucking Jason Robert Brown. I can't write it down? I didn't realize it'd be so hard not to plagiarize.

I need to clear my head.

A add9

A add9/G
I walk alone in silence
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Listen to the sounds for mankind
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F°m7    G5    Esus4/A
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I hear the wind give a moan
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A add9    G add9
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___ I find rhythm in my steps ___ I feel the beat in my chest ___ The
music incubates in my mind

A melody's

F♯m7 G5 Esus4/A

F♯m

side it's locked there.

I wanna let go have it

D A sus4 E/G♯ A

E/G♯

flow from my soul to the free and the open air

E/G♯

C#m7♯5/A F♯m/C♯ B C
I want all to know of the
symphony of my mind's creation
to my heart's elation
I want to share my music.

with the broken heart-sick.

world.
It's been a year since I moved here to Chicago where I now call my home. I have worked and I've wait -
ed not just ta-bles but for my op-por-tun-i-ty for a

Fadd9

C#m7

project that sets a fire in my bones

A

F#m7

G5

Esus4/A

year-ning lives in me it's al-ways

mp
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been here. I wanna write a musical that
changes the world. You will see people shed a tear. You just
wait and see for the symphony of my mind.
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mind's creation an artful

celebration I want to

give my music to the
JACK: Yo! We're outside of George's!
EVE: Oh., right, on my way!

B: Oh god, auditioning.
E: Right? I mean, I'm so happy
I get to do what I came here for but Jesus.

J: So, Eve, we've got a proposition for you.
B: We'll chat later.
E: What's up?
We've been talking a while and we've got an idea - You remember what we talked about back in school? I think I do - Will you write a musical with...
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EVE:

us? Of course Yes!

I have so many ideas

I have some thoughts for you both I’ll start on a big theme right a

Badd9

A7

Bb5
JACK: Eve, we don't know what we're doing yet. Think of some ideas, a story, google some stuff, we'll text you for a follow up meeting, okay?

EVE: Sounds good, sorry yeah my mind just goes a million miles a minute.

BRI: Oh we now. We'll text you. We're excited!

E: Me too, obviously. See ya!

---

EVE:

Fate comes my way it's always on my side. I will

find the right story to tell through my song. You will know of my name in

---
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And all will know of the time

Symphony of my mind's creation

A wondrous exultation
I want to give my music to the broken heart-sick world!

Here

rit.

Here 1
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come!

B♭ add9

B♭